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 Experimentation with the "absurd," both in theme and technique, is by no means a totally 
new development in literature, especially for those readers familiar with the works of Camus, 
Kafka, Beckett, Genêt, and Robbe-Grillet. Like these writers, Mr. Barthelme satirizes and mimics 
most of the clichés of our popular culture, and, through the predicaments of his characters, makes 
the reader ask "Why?" Yet these predicaments, although bizarre, inane, and usually surrealistic, 
do not necessarily contain the morose connotations of most writers of the absurd. For example, in 
one tale the narrator is thirty-five years old, six feet tall, with the logic and reasoning of an adult. 
He is in the sixth grade, where Miss Mandible, his teacher, is frustrated in her desires to have an 
affair with him because, officially, he is a child! 
 These imaginative stories of dark humor, some of which have appeared in The New 
Yorker, are to be interpreted on many levels, and offer refreshing and thoroughly exciting 
reading. 
 
". . .at long last, for better or for worse, the Absurd has in these pages been equated precisely with 
the Goofy. Hardly one of the 14 stories ends without a wry twist proclaiming that even its 
metaphysical protest has been all in fun." -- The New York Times 
 
". . . Barthelme manages to evoke the kind of thoughtful laughter he is looking for, the kind of 
astonishment that is a stimulant. He has created certain effects that seem to be new in the 
literature of the absurd, and this gives him importance as an experimentalist." -- Granville Hicks, 
Saturday Review 
 
 Donald Barthelme is a thirty-two-year-old Texan now living in New York City. He has 
worked as a newspaper reporter, a magazine editor, and a museum director, and served in the 
Army in Korea and Japan. He is currently managing editor of the art-literary review, Location, 
and is at work on a novel. His fiction has appeared in The New Yorker, Contact, New World 
Writing, Harper's Bazaar, and other magazines. 
 
 
 

COME BACK, DR. CALIGARI was originally published by Little,  
Brown and Company in 1964. The Anchor Books edition is published  

by arrangement with Little, Brown and Company. 
 

ANCHOR BOOKS EDITION: 1965 
 

Of the stories in the book the following appeared originally in The New Yorker:  
"The Piano Player," "Marie, Marie, Hold On Tight," "Margins," and "A Shower  

of Gold." The author is grateful to The 'New Yorker for permission to reprint. 
 

The author also wishes to thank Harper's Bazaar for permission to reprint  
"Florence Green Is 81"; New World Writing for "The Big Broadcast of 1938";  
Contact for "The Viennese Opera Ball" and "Me and Miss Mandible" (which  
appeared under the title "The Darling Duckling at School"); First Person for  



"Hiding Man"; Genesis West for "To London and Rome"; and Arts and  
Literature for "Will You Tell Me?". 
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Florence Green Is 81 
 
 Dinner with Florence Green. The old babe is on a kick tonight: I want to go to some other 
country, she announces. Everyone wonders what this can mean. But Florence says nothing more: 
no explanation, no elaboration, after a satisfied look around the table bang! she is asleep again. 
The girl at Florence's right is new here and does not understand. I give her an ingratiating look (a 
look that says, "There is nothing to worry about, I will explain everything later in the privacy of 
my quarters Kathleen"). Lentils vegetate in the depths of the fourth principal river of the world, 
the Ob, in Siberia, 3200 miles. We are talking about Quemoy and Matsu. "It's a matter of leading 
from strength. What is the strongest possible move on our part? To deny them the islands even 
though the islands are worthless in themselves." Baskerville, a sophomore at the Famous Writers 
School in Westport, Connecticut, which he attends with the object of becoming a famous writer, 
is making his excited notes. The new girl's boobies are like my secretary's knees, very prominent 
and irritating. Florence began the evening by saying, grandly, "The upstairs bathroom leaks you 


